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Preamps - Phono Preamps - DACs - Headphone Amps - Audio Interconnects


Remarkable Hi-Fi


Prove it for yourself - 14 day free* home trial


*you pay P&P both ways - an owner's club forum service - ten years of home trials so far!







			
		    





 
			      			      [image: Accession phono stage reviewed by classical conductor]
			      Kory did — will you?

			      I reached out to Kory, because I needed a customer who knows music to tell you it's OK.
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			      Phono Preamplifiers


			      A breakthrough for the few! Vinyl's newest patents in more than 30 years because we love vinyl like you do.
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			      Headphone Amplifiers

			      Headphone amplifiers specifically made to take you to musical places you thought you'd never reach.
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			      Preamps Power Amps DACs

			      We tore off the hi-fi straightjacket, exploded the myths, put the analogue back into digital - dare you go there?
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			      Audio Interconnects


			      Handle with care! Trust our audio interconnects to route your delicate audio signals safely.
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			      Personal Hi-Fi


			      Drivers are dead. Drivers expire. Driver not found! Meet the survivor! Driverless plug and play USB audio.

		      


		

		      

		      
		    






            


Join our 50,000+ customers


Every product we make is remarkable not only for its sound but because it was individually hand-built and analyser tested by our small north midlands based engineering team.




All testimonials on this website are genuine and can be verified.






 

 
                      
Awesome Product:
I received the Accession on Monday... The excitement of adding that one component and your entire system springs up to life... Bass is more punchier. Treble is Precise. Even the Lowest notes are audible with the same Perfection as of the high notes. Well rounded performance. (this does not mean the System perform like a Jack, rather a King.)... Moving Magnet Carts can reveal so much details like MC. Only had this experience with the Accession. Doing all this Magic and yet the Analogue feel is never lost. Thanks Graham..... Awesome Product. (Vinod, Singapore)

              

              
It's Breathtaking:
I'm now fully "Slee'd". Majestic, Proprius, Era Gold V, Lautus, Libran and now the final piece in the puzzle Spatia loud speaker cable. I put them in the system last night. Really pleased, everything sounds so cohesive, instruments are hanging in their own space. Never thought I'd own a stereo system that could sound this good, it's breathtaking. The sound stage is huge... Thanks guys. (Paul, Birmingham UK)

              

              
A New Level of Clarity:
I have become obsessed with music because thanks to this new clarity level, I am discovering a whole new realm of nunances which affects even the general narrative of a piece... Silences become charged with a new tension, subtle tremolos no longer become mere pauses from action, pizzicattos are unbelievably present and fulfilling, and above all: sumptuous and glorious tuttis that amaze me everytime I hear them. The only other time in my life that made me that excited about music was when I was 16 or 17 and discovering Chopin on tapes... (Serge, Canada - Solo Ultra-Linear)
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                                              Cadman Enterprises Limited
7 Kirkstall Close
South Anston
Sheffield S25 5BA
England
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+44 (0) 7947 107188
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                         MADE IN BRITAIN


                         Our audio components are designed and handmade in Britain for your listening pleasure
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